
Breeze from the Past 

When night falls, the public is invited to discover an unusual fantasy world where the whole family will be 
amazed! Visitors meet characters inspired by Acadian stories and legends that take them on an 
immersive adventure. The set design provides visitors with a unique sensory experience by combining 
panoramic projections and lighting, along with a magical soundtrack. Local artists enhance the 
projections by creating an atmosphere that honours Acadian Culture with a capital C.  

A summer and a winter version of the performances invite visitors on a journey through time from 1700 
to 2000 featuring Acadian oral history, storytelling, songs and popular beliefs. A pilgrimage that will lead 
us to discover the mysterious cart, a weird phenomenon that haunted the inhabitants of Lamèque Island 
with Captain Craig’s ghost ship, and the importance of fiddlers in past centuries.  

The walls of City Hall and the neighbouring buildings of Place 1604 will be bathed in streams of light and 
moving images, transforming them into oversize screens. Because of its location, this new immersive 
adventure will complement other enjoyable public events such as the carnival and the Wednesday Show, 
which are held there.  

Collaboration between the project and the municipality will develop the expertise already present within 
the events industry. In addition, the wide range of quality festive options that will generate this artistic 
event will encourage residents to identify with their community and be active within it. Enhancing the 
cultural opportunities available in Dieppe meets residents’ need to attend meaningful events and make 
the city an enjoyable destination for visitors. These types of events give meaning to a city, make it 
attractive and enable residents to make it their own in other ways, through accessible shows.   

Let’s celebrate this other Triumph of Light over Darkness together by attending this show, which will 
transport us to a mysterious imaginary universe brought to life by video projections, an original 
soundtrack and visual effects that will provide us with an extraordinary experience. A unique show 
featuring cultural heritage and art inspired from the rich history of Acadia.  

After the show has been created and produced in the first year, the project will be sustainable in 
subsequent years because all costs will have been absorbed during production. Automation software will 
be developed to facilitate screening. 

Location: Place 1604 (outdoors)  

Cost: $135,000 


